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Paicines Ranch
-Right lateral step within the Primary trace resulting in Second-

ary faults showing a sigmoidal pattern.
-At this scale the 3-D differencing becomes less useful, though 

the  Primary trace is predominant. 
-A strong scarp shows the Primary trace. Secondary geomor-

phology relies on scarps, liniments, and weak signals. 

Peach Tree
-The 3-D differencing shows clear Primary and Secondary fault 
trace locations. Detailed mapping relied on surficial mapping. 
-Secondary traces run parallel to the Primary trace and are pre-

served by surficial geometry.
-Both Primary and Secondary traces have sections highly influ-

enced by fluvial activity along with buried sections.  

Slack Canyon
-Heavy geomorphic alteration has erased most of the strong in-

dicators from the Primary trace within this area. 
-Surficial land flow allows for an increase in strength and satu-

ration of the presentation of secondary indicators.
-3-D differencing has a strong signal for the Primary trace and 
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and development of the student mapper. This project would not have been possible without the funding 
through the EDMAP program with the USGS. We would also like to extend gratitude to Morena Hammer, 

Jack Willard, Nicholas Cunetta, and Rachel Adam for their contributions toward this project.

How to fault mapLook at the whole area

Locate geomorphic indicators to tag 
and push fault line mapping

Study the area

Zoom in and study data 

Map rough draft fault lines and progressively 
refine them 

Note indicator strength, fault geometry,and 
decide the quality of each trace

Find locations that appear to have 
strong indicators

Do another pass over the whole area to be 
sure that the mapping makes sense. Focus on strong indicators first

Overview
-Fault trace mapping from San Juan Bautista to Parkfield 
within the creeping section of the San Andreas Fault 
(SAF). 
-Preformed by comparing 3-D differencing and surficial 
geomorphic mapping.

MotivationMotivation
-To increase the spatial accuracy of mapped fault traces 
along surficial and bedrock contacts.
-Compare decadal topographic differencing to millennial 
geomorphic signals.

Results
- ~2,000 mapped geomorphic indicators. 
- Primary and Secondary fault trace mapping following the - Primary and Secondary fault trace mapping following the 
Federal Geographic Data Committee standards.
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